Exposing metadata from Web CDS/ISIS databases to OAI framework

Background
CDS/ISIS is a broadly used system for metadata management. Some FAO Web applications based on CDS/ISIS are:
- WEBAGRIS, a complete, multilingual system for distributed data input, processing and dissemination, of agricultural bibliographic information. It is based on common standards of data input and exchange formats (XML, HTML, ISO2709), as well as subject categorization schema and AGROVOC thesaurus. WEBAGRIS also allows to link to documents that are available in electronic format. It is used by almost 90% of the AGRIS network participating centers.
- FAOBIB, an application for management of FAO on-line catalogue with more than 15000 records.

Technical details on ISISOAI
- ISISOAI is an Open source Java Servlet Web application, for exposing CDS/ISIS databases to OAI-PMH v2.0 framework
- It is a customization of OAICat that provides OAI access to metadata records from a database or stored in a XML file.
- Runs under Apache Tomcat Server
- Adapted for use with WWWISIS (WEBAGRIS and FAOBIB) and xmls applications. Implemented all 6 verbs

Impact: Opens CDS/ISIS community for dynamic harvesting over OAI-PMH, including AGRIS Network, FAO library etc.
Assures that the OAI functionality applies to:
- Simple DC syntax: The original data elements are grouped under 15 DC elements, with much larger requirements (no mandatory elements and all of them could be repeatable) and.
- AGRIS AP syntax: more complex than simple DC with mandatory and nested elements, exploring more complex structure of the original metadata for further integration in a value added services

Flow of the process:

How to implement it
• Preparation of CDS/ISIS Scripts equivalent to the harvester requests
• Some modification of the local application
• Registration of the data server exposing metadata at OAI registry
• Installation of ISISOAI servlet and testing with a harvester
• Changing parameters for using it by different applications
• Schedule for automatic harvesting
• Services over harvested data

Who can use it?
ISISOAI can be easily installed at any Internet accessible CDS/ISIS data provider that uses WEBAGRIS or other CDS/ISIS Web applications in order to expose their data to OAI framework

OAI framework consists of data providers and service providers. The quality of service is proportional to the quality of the data harvested.
A harvester is a client application that issues OAI-PMH requests. A harvester is operated by a service provider as a means of collecting metadata from repositories.
A repository is a network accessible server that can process the 6 OAI-PMH requests (verbs). A repository is managed by a data provider to expose metadata to harvesters.